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Echolocation 
 

Pratima Annapurna Balabhadrapathruni 

||From a window, high above||light pours itself out longing to flow free||waltzing the 
wind,as he plays Sibelius||caught up in the emotions of the moment||fingers delicate in 
their articulation||violin responsive to every subtle nuance| |almost as if Symphony 2 
in Major D were a courtship ritual after the nuptials| |tumultuous  and chaotic  to the 
ears| |is that what they two were?|  |Nip in air|| 
 
 
||Where are you, it is later than most days| 
|where are you?||Where are you, where 
 are you, where are you?||The words sing  
in his head with the hiss of impatience|| 
||Cut gloves are warm but not her arms||he plays as if he were an  automat  dispensing 
music on a lonesome autumn evening||a thoughtless jukebox|| 
 
||The wind stands still||wanting to hear more, wanting to move less, wanting to listen 
to his thoughts||wanting to ruffle his locks without ruffling his stance| |wanting to 
comfort| |An entire street is silent||as music  seeps into the quiet of  twilight||churning 
up the despair||a need of  such intensity||were she to hear it||would she not be the 
estuary rushing home to her sea|| 
 
||Where was she,  asked the wind 
 in a whisper||afraid to  interrupt 
afraid to make sense of its own  
desperate longing|| in thatrush-hour 
 of night| | Windows of  houses||little yellow glows of open mouths to be  
fed||insatiable selves being filled with the music||He played with a desperation so 
sincere in its need|| what heart would not want to voyeur that for free|| the echo of  the 
very same longing  buried somewhere in forgotten recesses…|| 
 
||Somewhere an airplane, although soft| |The whirr and burr| |He pauses||Leaves rustle 
around,autumn audiences||restless from broken reverie| 
|The violin droops off his shoulder| 
 |she is still not here| |where is she| 
| where is she|| where is she?| 
 
||Melancholy and the wind|| the light from the window brighter|| the dark a little 
louder||twilight neutrally balanced and mysteriously insipid||The wind a little more 
insistent||a little wicked||tempting him to move inside|| his stubborn denial || as the 
violin startles the world with the finale|| 
||Look reader| 
|he is smiling, almost like he knew|| almost as if his heart could echolocate her 
presence in the near-about||she was here, almost|| Then the music of her feet || 
harmonizing with Sibelius| 
| as she half-ran across the street| 
| as she always does|| always runs| 
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|always gushes|| splashing shadows| 
|of rippling laughter even in her silence||  the rush of the wind as she runs||  his eyes 
closed shut to breathe in the bouquet of fragrances || shampoo and  perfume, fresh 
bread from the bakers and strawberrylip gloss.||Sibelius in her movements|Yes, it was 
time to move indoors||  
| She brought with her the Mediterranean summer night| |his fingers involuntarily 
murmur to  the violin| |it  giggles  in comprehension||  
 
-------- 
Punctuation:  The poet uses the  “|” for grouping the words to be read as she intends 
the poem to be  read. Paragraphs begin and end with a double “||” The idea has been 
borrowed from Hindi and Sanskrit and  musical notation- Hindustani classical music.  
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